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Abstract: OpenStreetMap (OSM) has proven to serve as a promising free global encyclopedia of maps
with an increasing popularity across different user communities and research bodies. One of the
unique characteristics of OSM has been the availability of the full history of users’ contributions, which
can leverage our quality control mechanisms through exploiting the history of contributions. Since this
aspect of contributions (i.e., historical contributions) has been neglected in the literature, this study
aims at presenting a novel approach for improving the positional accuracy and completeness of the
OSM road network. To do so, we present a five-stage approach based on a Voronoi diagram that leads
to improving the positional accuracy and completeness of the OSM road network. In the first stage,
the OSM data history file is retrieved and in the second stage, the corresponding data elements for
each object in the historical versions are identified. In the third stage, data cleaning on the historical
datasets is carried out in order to identify outliers and remove them accordingly. In the fourth stage,
through applying the Voronoi diagram method, one representative version for each set of historical
versions is extracted. In the final stage, through examining the spatial relations for each object in the
history file, the topology of the target object is enhanced. As per validation, a comparison between
the latest version of the OSM data and the result of our approach against a reference dataset is carried
out. Given a case study in Tehran, our findings reveal that the completeness and positional precision
of OSM features can be improved up to 14%. Our conclusions draw attention to the exploitation of
the historical archive of the contributions in OSM as an intrinsic quality indicator.
Keywords: OpenStreetMap history file; Voronoi diagram; intrinsic quality analysis; positional
accuracy; volunteered geographic information
1. Introduction
The widespread availability of advanced web technologies, the improvement of mapping devices
and positioning systems, as well as the escalating growth of users’ need of spatial information have
led to an emerging era of massive citizen-collected geographic data. OSM and Wikimapia [1] can be
named as well-known examples of this, which evolve with users’ contributions [2]. OSM has turned
into one of the largest and most successful examples of volunteered geographic information (VGI)
projects by creating and maintaining a free online map that could be revised by the users while having
global coverage [3]. The increase in the number of users and an extensive volume of compiled data in
this project during recent years prove the rising community behind the contributions [4]. It is of note
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that all the OSM data, such as the ways, nodes, and relations, besides its previous versions, are kept in
the OSM data history, which itself entails all the spatial and semantic information of a certain object
along with information related to the users of that object [5]. Unlike other VGI projects, OSM not only
allows the users to have access to the latest version of the information about the object, but also allows
them to download the previous versions and the history file of the edits [6]. Due to the nature of data
collection in OSM and its openness for everyone with any level of mapping experience to contribute,
its quality is subject to careful investigation prior to tailoring it for any application [7,8]. Therefore,
investigating data quality, and the mechanism to improve and enrich it, has been on the research
agenda of the VGI community [9].
The research relevant to VGI quality, in particular OSM, can be divided into three categories,
as illustrated in Figure 1. In the first category, OSM data is compared against a reference dataset
produced by a governmental or private organization, focusing on quantitative analysis of data
quality [10–18]. This category includes a considerable volume of the research dealing with the VGI
quality. For instance, Haklay [12] compared OSM data of London with its official dataset generated
by Ordnance Survey. Mohammadi and Malek [17] compared OSM data with that of Iranian National
Cartographic Center by extracting the model from the corresponding reference data, they estimated the
accuracy of the corresponding reference OSM data. Lyu et al. [18] proposed an evaluative approach on
the basis of symmetric arc similarity and assessed the geometric quality of the VGI road network based
on the difference with the land road network corresponding reference. Brovelli et al. [19] presented
an approach for evaluating two data quality elements, namely, completeness and positional accuracy,
based on the difference with the reference data, which was capable of setting the parameters of quality
assessment consistent with the users’ needs. These studies have been conducted across different
countries with diverse contribution patterns, e.g., Germany [13,14,16,20], Iran [15,17], England [12],
France [11], and Greece [10,18]. Nonetheless, these methods are disadvantaged with high costs and
limitations in acquiring highly-accurate proprietary data while the quality of reference data was also
in question.
In the second category, the researchers elaborated on the data quality by linking the data quality
with users’ behavior. For example, Arsanjani et al. [21] investigated several quality-related elements,
including positional accuracy, completeness, and semantic accuracy, linked with contributing users
who produced the data. In this category, the researchers endeavored to explore the impact of the
number of contributors on the data quality [22–24].
The research falling in the third category does not employ the reference dataset for quality
assessment, i.e., the recent research has proposed methods for the VGI quality assessment on the basis
of data history rather than a comparison with reference data [25,26]. As an alternative, the research
in this category has made use of the information captured in the history of OSM data as a tool for
assessing data quality [27–29]. For instance, Keßler and De Groot [27] recommended a set of indicators
based on historical data, i.e., the number of versions, contributors, confirmations, tag corrections,
and rollbacks for quality evaluation. Another study, by Sehra et al. [30], was executed using the history
file information in India to assess the completeness of the spatial data by utilizing intrinsic indicators.
They used the data history files from January 2016 and February 2017 and through comparing the
two sets of data, determined the length of the roads, completeness of the road name, the maximum
speed, and the semantic accuracy. D’Antonio et al. [31] introduced a model to evaluate VGI feature
trustworthiness and user reputation. They evaluated the data validity on the basis of the history of
the information, e.g., creation, modification, deletion, and topology. In another study, Touya et al. [32]
analyzed and interpreted the VGI quality, as well as examined their evolution over time, by proposing
a combined method using the reference data, the objects’ history, and spatial relationships. In the
third category, the information quality is investigated directly while taking into account investigating
components other than the geometric information. They investigated the OSM history databases in
England and Ireland in 2012. The authors reviewed the number and information of the users, the edits,
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the number of geometric changes to each object, and the labels attributed to each object. Their results
showed that 11% of users created or edited 87% of spatial data more than 15 times [33,34].ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 21 
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Although there are a number of VGI-related studies elaborating data quality, quality enhancement
has been sidelined so far. The current research aims at proposing an approach to enhance the positional
accuracy of the OSM road network through producing new data using data history and to minimize
the uncertainty in the version provided to the users. Hence, this research presents a five-stage approach
based on a Voronoi diagram for improving the quality of the linear road network in OSM through the
historical edits within a long-term history. For the implementation of the proposed method, a case
study of Tehran, Iran has been selected and the achieved results are presented.
This paper consists of the following sections: after the introduction in Section 1, the data history
file is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents the theories related to this research. The proposed
method is thoroughly explained in Section 4. The case study, the proposed framework, as well as the
obtained results are presented in Section 5. The research draws some conclusions and suggestions for
future study in Section 6.
2. OSM History File
The history file of the OSM data encompasses every single edit in the lifetime of OSM, even the
deleted contributions from later contributors. Furthermore, the changes on the OSM objects in
terms of attributes and geometry or even the variations whose uid (i.e., user ID) and username
are unknown have been stored in this file [5]. The entire OSM data is publicly accessible on http:
//planet.openstreetmap.org/ in the form of XML and PBF. This file has a substantial volume due
to the complete information of the history file, which is updated on a weekly basis. As an example,
the history file updated on 29 June 2017 is roughly 37 GB [35].
In case the users require data of a certain area, analyzing and processing such information would
be time-consuming and complicated. To access the data for a small area, it is possible to access some
subset of the history file from other repositories in order to save the processing time, for example,
http://osm.personalwerk.de/full-history-extracts/ and Geofabrik.de [5]. The information in the
history file is organized based on the type of the objects (node, way, relations), ID, and the version of
the objects.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the information related to an object can be categorized into (a) geometric
information of the object; (b) semantic information; and (c) the information related to the user
producing the object. The geometric infor ation of the object includes the ID of the set of the nodes
forming a linear object while the se antic infor ation encompasses the ID of the object, its version,
timestamp, road type, and road name. To illustrate this, the infor ation related to two revisions
undertaken in 2010 and 2012 for Sepand Street (ID = 85479570) in the OSM history file is depicted in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (a) A part of the street network from OSM of Tehran; (b) a sample of the OSM history file for
Sepand Street (yellow line) in version 1.
Containing all the spatial data of the object and the users’ information, the OSM history file allows
us to conduct statistical and quantitative analyses. Additionally, it is possible to identify the changes
and evaluate the stability of the spatial information over time by retaining the lineage of the historical
data given by the users. Until now, this file has been e ployed to evaluate the accuracy of the dataset,
to replace the reference dataset, and to perform statistical analyses mostly on the spatial aspects or the
information of one of the contributors [33,34].
3. Theoretical Framework
This section presents the concepts and theories underpinning this research.
3.1. Medial Axis
The medial axis was first proposed by Blum [36] as a tool in image analysis. The medial axis
is unique for each object being topologically equivalent to the original object. The e ial axis is
defined as a set f all poi ts that have at least two points on the object’s boundary [37–39]. In other
words, medial axis of a curve in two-dimensio al space is the geometric location of the centers f all
the circles located inside the curve while being tangent to at least tw boundary points (see Figure 4).
The medi l axis has diverse applications, such as pattern analysis and i entification of the shapes,
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, 253 5 of 21
image compression, curve fitting, extraction of geometric objects, extraction of the central line and
extraction of the streets’ central lines [37,40–42].ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 21 
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There are numerous methods for extracting the medial axis. Using Delaunay triangulation and
sampling points from the object boundary is the most widely-used method. On the condition that the
sampling points from the object boundary are dense enough, they could contain information about
that object [38,44]. Extraction methods of the medial axis via Delaunay triangulation and the Voronoi
diagram make use of the sampling points from the object boundary. As such, the structure of Delaunay
triangulation of the sampling points is in such a way that the peripheral circles passing from the
vertices of each triangle do not encompass any other points. Delaunay triangulation edges are divided
into three categories as follows: the first category includes the edges, which restructure the shape
boundary, the second category has the edges being located completely inside the shape, and the third
has the edges being totally outside the shape. The triangulation edges being located totally outside
the boundary are omitted. Having omitted the extra edges, the structure of the Voronoi diagram is
formed by utilizing the peripheral circles of the triangles inside the Delaunay triangulation structure
while the Voronoi diagram vertices are extracted. Yet, these points fail to have a specific order and are
merely a set of points. In this research, Algorithm 1, as presented in Figure 5, is employed to connect
the Voronoi diagram vertices. In this algorithm, the distance between the points is calculated first,
and the two points that have the greatest distance are considered as the first and the last points of the
object. Then the other points are selected according to the shortest distance from their previous points.
This continues until reaching the ending point of the object.
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3.2. Topological Spatial Relationships
In order to investigate the topological relationships between the objects, diverse methods have
been proposed so far. The four-intersection matrix is one of the most extensively applied in this
context. This matrix is considered as a comprehensive model to report the binary topological spatial
relationships between regions, lines, and points [45,46]. Based on this model, the topological relation
Ra,b between two linear objects A and B is characterized by the binary value (empty, non-empty) of the




∂A ∩ ∂B ∂A ∩ B◦
A◦ ∩ ∂B A◦ ∩ B◦
]
(1)
Figure 6 illustrates the possible relationships between two linear objects in a two-dimensional
space based on this model.
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3.3. Data Quality Elements
A large body of research has been c nducted to evaluate th quality bas d on thods which
involve comparing the VGI with a set of spatial information reference. In these studies, a number
of elements have been used for quality and by comparing the reference data with the contributed
ones, a quantitative estimation is calculated concerning these elements. International Organization for
Standards [47] d fines five qu lity elements: completeness, logical consistency, positional accuracy,
temporal accuracy, and thematic accuracy. In this section, we provide an overview of the method used
to estimate positional accuracy and completeness.
3.3.1. Positional Accuracy
In order to estimate the positi nal accuracy, the proxi ity betwee line in OSM a d the reference
data is measured and compared. To do so, the following four criteria of Hausdorff distance, orientation,
shape, and the overlapped buffer area are considered. For normalization of criteria, Chehreghan and Ali
Abbaspour [48] have assessed fuzzy membership functions (Z-shape function) for checking similarity.
The reason for doing so is that it is a suitable function for quantifying similarity and dissimilarity
between the linear obj cts from two sources [48]. Hence, the positional accuracy for each object is





where Qp represents the spatial similarity relation between the objects, and wi represents the weights
given to the criterion. The values of the criteria are calculated after normalization by a membership
function [48]. What follows is a description of the criteria being used:
Distance: One of relevant methods to estimate the distance in spatial sciences is the Hausdorff
distance that estimates the closeness between the linear objects [49]. The Hausdorff distance has been
introduced as the greatest distance between the shortest distance existing between each point from the
first object and the set of the points of the second objects [50]. Nonetheless, the Hausdorff distance
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is sensitive to the shape of the two objects, especially to the parts far from the center. Tong et al. [51]
introduced the short-line median Hausdorff distance (SMHD), indicating that, in comparison with
Hausdorff and median Hausdorff, this method has a lower variance and a more efficient performance
when facing complex data to measure the distance between the linear objects [52]. The SMHD between
two linear objects can be calculated through Equation (3) where L(PL1) and L(PL2) are the length of
the two linear objects, while m(PL1, PL2) and m(PL2, PL1) signify the median of the shortest distance
between each point of the first object and the points of the corresponding object. These are calculated
using Equations (4) and (5):
C1 =
{
m(PL1, PL2), i f L(PL1) < L(PL2)
m(PL2, PL1), i f L(PL1) ≥ L(PL2)
(3)
m(PL1, PL2) = medianPa∈PL1
{
minPb∈PL2
∣∣∣∣Pa − Lb∣∣∣∣} (4)
m(PL2, PL1) = medianPb∈PL2
{
minPa∈PL1
∣∣∣∣Pb − La∣∣∣∣} (5)
In these Equations, Lb and La are two edges of the linear objects PL1 and PL2, Pa and Pb are the
points belonging to PL1 and PL2, respectively. ||.|| denotes the Euclidean distance between a point on
object and one of the edges of another object.
Orientation: This criterion is employed to compare the local orientation of two linear objects.
The orientation difference between two linear objects can play a substantial role as a geometrical
criterion in the evaluation of data quality [53]. The angle between the line formed from the beginning
and ending points of the object and the horizontal axis determine the orientation of a linear object.
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{ ∣∣θPL1 − θPL2 ∣∣, i f ∣∣θPL1 − θPL2 ∣∣ ≤ π
2π −
∣∣θPL1 − θPL2 ∣∣, i f ∣∣θPL1 − θPL2 ∣∣ > π (7)
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3.3.2. Completeness
The road length is generally used to investigate the completeness of the OSM data in comparison
with the reference data. In order to determine the completeness of a road network, the lengths of roads
from the OSM are compared with the reference data. [57]. This metric is calculated as the ratio of the
length of the OSM object (LOSM) to the length of the reference object (LRef) in the same area using
Equation (8) and presented as a percentage. The closer this ratio is to one-hundred, the more coverage





4. The Proposed Approach
Our method proposes an approach based on a Voronoi diagram for enhancing the positional
accuracy of road network in OSM. The adopted method includes five stages, as shown in Figure 8.
Restoring the historical versions of an object was a prerequisite in this research. With reference to this,
during the first stage, the history file of the OSM data, which encompasses the entire information about
all the OSM objects, had to be compiled. Having compiled the history file of Tehran, the information
related to the latest version existing in OSM was also extracted. Afterwards, for each object in the
latest version, the corresponding objects in all the existing versions in the history file were identified.
To do so, two types of information, namely, semantic and geometric, related to the objects were used.
During the third stage, after matching the corresponding objects, preprocessing was performed with
the intention of identifying and removing the outlier data from the historical versions of each object.
The fourth stage aimed at extracting a representative object for each object among all the existing
versions. As such, we made use of the medial axis extraction method by implementing the Voronoi
diagram. In the last stage, the topology of the extracted object for each category of the corresponding
objects in the roads network was enhanced. To fulfill this, the objects in the extracted version are
connected to each other by investigating the topology of the objects in the history file, and this may
increase the certainty in the output version. What follows is an explanation of the method involved in
identifying the corresponding objects in the history file (Section 4.1), as well as the method involved in
the identification and removal of the outlier data (Section 4.2).
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4.1. Object Matching
Object matching refers to the identification of the objects with an equivalent entity in several
datasets [58–61]. The main aim of object matching was to identify the corresponding objects across
historical versions in the OSM history file. In general, three aspects, such as semantic, topologic,
and geometric, are considered for the object matching process based on which similarity of the objects
is evaluated to identify the corresponding objects [62].
Thereafter, we identified the corresponding objects in the linear dataset using two types of
semantic and geometric information of the objects through two stages. In the first stage, the semantic
information attributed to the spatial data in OSM was used. Figure 9 shows the semantic information
about a linear object, including the ID of the object, the type of the object (primary road, secondary
road, etc.), the traffic route (one-way or not), and maximum speed, among others. In many cases,
the semantic information related to an object varies in historical versions. This is because the producers
of such data might have an improper understanding of a certain object or might only be able to
diagnose and perceive limited aspects of a certain spatial object [9]. For example, many users might
mistakenly label the road type (highway, trunk road, primary road, etc.). Therefore, the semantic
information related to the OSM objects is often deficient, implying that a mere reliance on the semantic
information for identification of the corresponding objects is not sufficient.
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In the second stage, buffer analysis was conducted as a method to identify the corresponding
objects. The common buffer area is the area overlapped between the regions resulted from the buffer
created for two linear objects [63]. For example, in Figure 10, for identifying the corresponding objects
with a different semantic label, the common buffer area was used.
Equation (9) was used in order to estimate the common buffer area of the objects, where APL1 is
the resultant buffer area for the first linear object, while APL2 stands for the buffer area of the second
linear object, and Ai is the area of the region overlapped by the two resultant buffers. The closer the
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4.2. Identification and Removal of Outliers
The process involved in the identification and removal of the outlier data is typically done with a
focus on the geometrical aspects of data and commonly includes techniques for cleansing data from
errors. Due to the fact that all the versions and changes of a certain object was accessible, the criteria to
choose the invalid object was the number of the repetition of an object’s spatial location. This process
was performed in tw stages (Figure 11). During the first stage, each linear object was converted
into a point set using the ampling method. Using a sampling tech iqu , we take the point between
the two points of the linear bject, except for the begi ning and the end at specified intervals. In the
second stage, the outlier data in the corresponding objects of a specific object are identified using
density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm [64]. According to
Algorithm 2, presented in Figure 11, each sample point is primarily weighted. Weighting is done
based on the number of points in each point’s buffer, i.e., the points which are less than the radius
(e.g., valued as 5 m in the experiments developed) would receive a significance degree and in case
their significance is less than a certain threshold, they are considered as outliers and are consequently
removed. If their weights go beyond the specified threshold, they will be retained in the main dataset.
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5. Implementation
5.1. Case Studies
In this study, district 6 of Tehran’s municipality with about 21 km2 area was selected for our
investigation. For implementation, the suggested comprehensive file of the OSM history was extracted
from http://planet.openstreetmap.org/ in the PBF format. To separate the history file of the chosen
study area from the comprehensive file, osmconvert software (http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/
Osmconvert) was used. The format of the history file was converted from PBF into OSM. In this
file, there are different versions of the points, ways, and relations, respectively. We concentrated
on enhancing the quality of the linear data and the linear data were separated from the history file.
Figure 12a presents the history file of the study area while Figure 12b shows the latest version of the
information about the objects existing in OSM. The users have used 24 labels to classify the streets
in the study area. The objects having the following labels which include 37,238 objects that were
investigated: motorway, trunk, primary, secondary, tertiary, and residential. In order to evaluate data
quality, a reference dataset generated by Tehran Municipality at a cartographic scale of 1:2000 was used,
as shown in Figure 12c. The OSM datasets were provided in the Geographical Coordinate System with
the WGS-1984 reference ellipsoid, which was projected onto the UTM projection, zone 39.
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example, in Figure 13 for object L1 with ID 429262, object L2 was considered to be equivalent based 
on the same ID. The second step, which involves identifying the corresponding objects with a 
different semantic label, the common buffer area was used as the criterion. To fulfil this, for both 
linear objects, a buffer analysis with a distance of 10 m (valued in the experiments developed) 
corresponding to its width was created and the overlapping area of the two buffers is estimated. 
i r 12. fi ( ) t
ference dataset.
. . ifi i f t rres o di bjects i the istory File
t this stage, at first he corresponding objects in the history file were identified; afterwards, of the
corresponding objects of one object, a corresponding feature w s produced f r that objec by extra ing
the medial axis. The complied history file includes the historical contributions of an object rom 2007
to 2017.
I tifying the corresponding objects for each object in historical versions was conducted through
wo steps. In the first step, by investigating he semantic information in the history file, it became
evident that the label of the object ID was identical in almost l versions of the changes of an object.
For this reason, to ide tify the corresponding objects, the ID in the history file was used. For example,
in Figur 13 for object L1 with ID 429262, object L2 was considered to be equivalent based on the s me
ID. The econd step, whi h involves identifying th corresponding objects with a different emantic
label, the co mon buffer ar a was used as the criterion. To fulfil this, for b th linear objects, a buffer
a alysis with a distance of 10 m (valued in the experiments dev loped) correspondi g to its width
was create and the overlapping a of the two buffers is estimated. Equa ion (9) wa employed to
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compute the objects common area. In case this value is larger than the threshold, the two objects could
be identified as two corresponding objects.
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5.3. Preprocessing
Since OSM data are retrieved with some topological errors, data preprocessing is important to
minimize the possible outliers. The preprocessing encompasses the reduction and removal of the
outliers from the spatial information. In practice, the geometric information of an object would be
considered when identifying and removing the error from the historical versions of an object.
To eliminate the outlier data in the correspon ing objects of a certain object, a p int-based and
tw -stage solution was introduced in Sec ion 3.2, during which, firstly, the se of the corresponding
objec s for each obj ct was converted int points by sampling, wh le uring the seco d stage the outlier
data were identified and removed based on the predefined threshold using the DBSCAN m thod [65].
For instance, it is shown in Figure 14 that five points (P1 to P5 with a weight less t an 2) were identified
as the outlier points and were, accordingly, removed from the set of the points. Having identified and
removed the outlier points, the medial axis process was carried out on the data.
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5.4. Extracting the Medial Axis
The aim of this tage was to extr t ti f t re for an object among all the versions
existing in the istory file. Therefore, the method pro osed in Section 3.1 was used to extract the medial
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axis. In the first stage, a buffer was created (e.g., valued as 10 m in the experiments developed) around
the points sampled from each object (Figure 15a). In the second stage, the Delaunay triangulation of
the set of points resultant from the buffer of the sampled points was formed (Figure 15b). In the third
stage, the edges of the formed triangles in the Delaunay triangulation, which are determined from
the object’s border, are removed (Figure 15c). In the fourth stage, after triangulation of the sampled
points, the Voronoi diagram was created (Figure 15d). During the next stage, the Voronoi diagram
vertices were extracted (Figure 15e). Finally, the diagrams vertices are connected and the medial axis is
extracted using Algorithm 2 (Figure 15f).
However, it should be noted that a refinement stage was executed to simplify and smoothen the
border of the buffer before estimating the medial axis because of the fact that the number of polygon
points obtained from the buffer of the sampled points was high. After simplifying the boundary of
the shape, the medial axis was extracted. The medial axis also had numerous details and nuances
and the oversampling problem. Therefore, a post-processing step was required after calculating the
medial axis to remove additional branches of the medial axis and maintain the main branches. In this
study, two radial distance and perpendicular distance simplification algorithms were implemented.
The radial distance algorithm eliminates the points in the vicinity of the specific radius, while the
perpendicular distance algorithm is an iterative process so that a point among three points is removed,
if the distance of the midpoint from the line passing from the other two points is less than the specified
threshold value.
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Figure 15. The medial axis approximation using the Voronoi diagram method: (a) a sample point of
the shape boundary; (b) Delaunay triangulation of the boundary points; (c) discarding triangles that
are outside the shape; (d) applying the Voronoi diagram; (e) extracting the Voronoi diagram vertices;
and (f) connecting the Voronoi diagram’s vertices based on Algorithm 2.
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5.5. Topological Check of the Objects
At this stage, the topology of the object extracted for each of the corresponding objects in
the road network has to be checked. The topological errors in the created version are eliminated
by examining how the objects are connected to each other in the history of that object. Hence,
the connections of each object to other objects were examined in the history file so that, for each object,
every version was inspected to determine what type of topological relation they have with the other
objects. A four-intersection topological model was used to determine the topological relationships
between linear objects in a two-dimensional space. Using this model, the topological information of
the dataset in the history file was extracted. The topological information extracted from the history,
along with the type of their topological relationship, was recorded in a table. For example, in Figure 16,
the topology relationships between the four versions of the L line and L2 line were marked and stored
in a descriptive table. According to the table, the first version of the line L has a “disjoint” topological
relationship with line L2; nonetheless, the other three versions, which also include the latest version
of the site, have a “meet” topological relationship with L2 line. Since these data were recorded by
contributors in OSM, the basis for recognizing the topological relationship between two linear objects
was the number of repetitions of a topological relationship between the two objects in two editions of
two object. According to the results of the descriptive table, it is expected that the two newly-created
versions from the two linear objects L and L2 will have the “meet” topological relation.
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Figure 16. An example of the topology relationships between two linear objects.
After discovering the spatial relationships between the objects, it is necessary to correct the map
and fix the errors. Two examples of common errors in the linear data are overshoot and undershoot
errors, which both imply a lack of precise alignment of the lines in the connection spot. If any
object encounters overshoot and undershoot errors, it is necessary to fix these errors. For example,
in Figure 17, line L1 has an overshoot error, while L2 line has an undershoot error, in which the
distances of overshoot and undershoot have to be resolved.
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5.6. Evaluation of the Approach
The proposed method for improving the positional accuracy of the data exploits the inherent
characteristics of the historical contributions (i.e., lineage) from multiple users. In Figure 18,
several examples are displayed showing the objects, which were enhanced using our proposed
approach. Linear objects are closer to the reference data in the compiled version, while having an
enhanced quality compared to the latest version in OSM. Furthermore, we attempted to improve
the topological relationships of the objects in the produced version by examining the topological
relationships between the linear objects in the history file, which is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. n exa ple of a reference dataset, the latest version of S , and extracted datasets.
I t is study, two data quality elements, namely, completeness and positional accuracy,
were estimated to evaluate the proposed method. To fulfil this, the quality of the latest version
of the dataset in OSM and the dataset extracted by the proposed solution was determined based on
the difference with the reference dataset.
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The positional accuracy of the dataset was estimated, while the latest version of information of
the object available in OSM, in comparison with the reference dataset, was created by calculating the
geometric differences. Four criteria, such as distance, shape, orientation, and the common buffer area
were considered to numerically evaluate the geometric quality of the objects and a weight of 0.62, 0.7,
0.31, and 0.65 was given to each of these parameters, respectively, as proposed by [48]. After calculating
the effect of different parameters on the difference of the positional precision, Equation (2) was used to
estimate the positional accuracy. The result obtained through this evaluation is illustrated in Figure 19.
Our early findings confirm that the positional accuracy of OSM features can be improved through
retrieving their historical contributions from OSM.
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To evaluate the completeness, the typical approach of comparing the length of the two datasets
was applied. Completeness of the dataset was determined by calculating the total length of the roads
in the latest OSM version compared with the extracted dataset and, subsequently, compared with
the reference map in the same area. The results obtained through these comparisons are exhibited in
Figure 20, proving that the proposed method improved the completeness in the compiled version.
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The evaluation results in Figures 19 and 20 reveal that the proposed method has considerably
enhanced the positional accuracy and completeness of OSM. Statistically speaking, the mean value
of positional accuracy was enhanced from 82.5% to 95.3% using our proposed method. Additionally,
from a completeness viewpoint, the completeness of roads in the study area was improved from 86.2%
to 97.1% compared to the reference dataset. This implies that our proposed method can substantially
reduce the quality differences between the raw OSM data and its reference dataset.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
OSM, as the most successful instance of VGI projects, offers numerous unique merits, in particular,
retrieval of historical contributions. On the other hand, studies have proven that a larger number of
contributors leads to better data quality in VGI based on the fact that data quality is better if more
people get involved and contribute. However, there is a high probability that some contributors might
reduce the quality of a given feature by eliminating some information around a feature. Therefore,
the historical contributions should include some useful information for improving data quality. Hence,
the current research was designed to propose an approach to improve the quality of the contributions
in OSM through the long-term historical edits. In this study, all the historical edits from 2007 to 2017
were used to extract representative features for the street network of the study area. The choice of
Tehran as a case study aimed at exploring the feasibility of the proposed approach in areas with
limited contributors and the lack of a strong mapping community. Finally, the results of the study
were evaluated against a high-quality reference dataset. The resultant maps and quality measures
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reveal that our approach was successful to enhance the positional accuracy and completeness of OSM
data considerably while resolving topological errors.
The results prove the capability of the proposed method to improve the quality of VGI data.
However, it should be noted that the results are sensitive to temporality of the contributions because,
in a dynamic landscape, some features might have changed in the chosen timeframe, while the reference
data may not have been updated accordingly. Therefore, the results of our approach, as well as the
quality of the reference data, might have been biased by data temporality. Future studies should focus
on determining the weights of OSM features based on their currency so that the latest contributions
receive higher weights.
One of the unique strengths of OSM is the availability of historical edits, which allows us to see
behind the scenes of contributions and how they have evolved over time. Therefore, the history of OSM
contributions is certainly a rich resource for a number of purposes, including (a) tracking the quality
of contributions over time in order to enhance the latest version; (b) monitoring changes across the
landscape since the OSM life cycle exceeds 14 years so far; (c) subsequently, generating multi-temporal
datasets instead of representing a static time; (d) mining users’ behaviors in mapping practices, i.e.,
what they map correctly and incorrectly; (e) how an object constantly remains persistent/edited over
time; (f) historical completion of semantic/attribute information of objects; (g) cross-linking data
quality with user behaviors and their socioeconomic history; and (h) ranking users’ activities in OSM.
Future studies should focus on exploiting the history of objects towards addressing these issues.
Finally, the role of a number of contributors is evident while looking at historical edits for
quality enhancement. However, this factor might still be challenging in some areas with inadequate
contributors contributing to creating maps of that particular region. This is more crucial in developing
countries with scarce mapping communities compared to active mapping communities across the
globe. Thus, the OSM mapping communities should extend the mapping events and strengthen the
motivating mechanisms for further user engagement across the globe.
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